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Abstract: This paper discusses the enactment and evaluation of Embodied Conversational Agents
(ECA) capable of affective communication in Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE) for learning.
The CVE discussed is a reconstruction of the European Parliament in Brussels developed using the
REVERIE (Real and Virtual Engagement In Realistic Immersive Environment) framework. REVERIE
is a framework designed to support the creation of CVEs populated by ECAs capable of natural
human-like behaviour, physical interaction and engagement. The ECA provides a tour of the virtual
parliament and participates in the learning activity as an intervention mechanism to engage students.
The ECA is capable of immediacy behaviour (verbal and non-verbal) and interactions to support
a dialogic learning scenario. The design of the ECA is grounded on a theoretical framework that
addresses the required characteristics of the ECA to successfully support collaborative learning.
In this paper, we discuss the Heuristic Evaluation of the REVERIE ECA which revealed a wealth
of usability problems that led to the development of a list of design recommendations to improve
their usability, including its immediacy behaviours and interactions. An ECA capable of effectively
creating rapport should result in more positive experiences for participants and better learning results
for students in dialogic learning scenarios. Future work aims to evaluate this hypothesis in real-world
scenarios with teachers and students participating in a shared virtual educational experience.
Keywords: Collaborative Virtual Environments; dialogic learning; Embodied Conversational Agents
(ECAs); affective communication; REVERIE; rapport; immediacy behaviours

1. Introduction
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) are autonomous software systems present in an interface
with some form of embodiment. Their purpose is to mimic interpersonal communication when
interacting with users, including the ability to produce and respond to verbal and nonverbal
communication. In Virtual Environments (VEs), ECAs typically share the same virtual space with
human users represented as avatars and have a role to play (e.g., tutors [1,2], virtual patients [3] and
tour guides [4]). To make ECAs, more human-like and believable in their role researchers have used
various computational approaches (e.g., personality and emotional models, advanced natural language
processing, etc.). REVERIE (Real and Virtual Engagement In Realistic Immersive Environment) [5,6]
is a framework which supports the creation of ECAs capable of recognising the user affect state and
respond with appropriate verbal and nonverbal behaviours designed to facilitate social interaction
among human users. We designed a collaborative learning scenario using the REVERIE framework.
In this scenario, the ECA has the task of guiding groups of users (one teacher and six students) in
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a virtual representation of the European Parliament in Brussels [6]. The ECA follows a narrative (e.g.,
with information about points of interest in the parliament) defined in its script. After the completion
of the tour, students participate in an online debate on the topic of multiculturalism moderated by
the teacher. The ECA does not have an active role in the debate. However, it keeps monitoring the
users’ activity, and interferes when needed (e.g., to call for attention when a student does not engage).
The ECA is a female character capable of recognising the user’s speech (yes/no keywords) and affect
and to react accordingly using verbal and nonverbal immediacy behaviours.
The ECA’s nonverbal behaviours are generated automatically based on a computational model [7]
of socio-emotional attitudes. The computational model was developed following the Interpersonal
Circumplex [8], which defines the personality space of the ECA based on the social attitudes of
Dominant, Submissive, Friendly and Hostile [8] (see Figure 1). This model enables the ECA to use
a wide range of non-verbal behaviours (including immediacy) as appropriate. The ECA’s non-verbal
behaviours and interactions with human users can be defined by an author in its script to match
the requirements of a specific collaborative learning scenario. We believe that these bi-directional
embodied interactions can be ascribed to the social communication patterns of attraction/repulsion and
dominance/sub dominance [9]. Also, these interactions can be contained within the three dimensions
(process, relationships, results) defined by the facilitation framework [10]. We have integrated these
elements into a theoretical framework which provides a holistic view of the ECA’s generated behaviours
and its interactions with human users. Based on the theoretical framework we also propose a new
model of rapport for ECAs. The model provides a first step for developing and validating ECAs that
can effectively facilitate CL scenarios.
The ECA has full knowledge of the VE and can navigate through it autonomously.
Users (represented as avatars) can follow the agent using mouse/keyboard/map navigation. The ECA
can automatically engage the group to follow her guidance, but the user can still manipulate their
avatar’s position using one of the navigation methods mentioned above. We evaluated the ECA using
a set of heuristics designed specifically for VEs [11]. The results showed several positive aspects of
the current design of the ECA. However, they also showed 22 usability problems covering all aspects
of the experience with the ECA (including its verbal and non-verbal behaviours and interactions).
We have used these problems to develop design recommendations to improve the usability of the
ECA. When implemented, these recommendations hold the potential to build ECAs that effectively
create rapport with users in VEs. Rapport has been associated with effective learning in real-world and
online learning scenarios [12,13]. It is possible to build rapport using traditional e-learning platforms
(e.g., using emoticons [13] on Moodle) but it is a difficult and time-consuming process. Traditional
e-learning platforms do not provide tools to gather information about the affective state of students
either to facilitate the learning process. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that an ECA integrating
the aforementioned characteristics can have a positive impact on CL scenarios. We plan to evaluate
this hypothesis with ECA displaying affective attitudes and capable of facilitating the learning process
in dialogic learning scenarios.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the theoretical
underpinnings of the ECA’s affective behaviours; Section 3 gives a detailed account of the REVERIE
modules which are involved in recognition of the user affect and the generation of the ECAs behaviours;
Section 4 presents the evaluation of the virtual parliament (including the ECA) using heuristics;
Section 5 presents the results of the study; Section 6 discusses the lessons learned from the evaluation;
Section 7 provides an overview of future work, and the paper ends in Section 8 with the conclusions.
2. A Theoretical Framework of Affective Communication
For an ECA to help create rapport, it should exhibit immediacy behaviours and interactions
which support collaborative learning. Immediacy behaviours are “approach behaviours” (verbal and
non-verbal) conveying closeness between those communicating that increases stimulation of senses
which is perceived as warmth [14]. Non-verbal immediacy can include behaviours such as moving
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student (e.g., behavioural mimicry [15]), it may transfer its perspective and successfully re-engage
students with itself and the educational experience.
We designed a range of immediacy behaviours (verbal and non-verbal) and embodied interactions
for the ECA to support collaborative learning scenarios in REVERIE virtual parliament. This type of
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learning involves groups of users learning or attempting to learn something together. The following
table explains some of the characteristics of collaborative learning (see Table 1) [16].
Table 1. Characteristics of Collaborative Learning.
Characteristics
Collaborative Learning
Goal Structure
Collaborative
Role of Students
Active participation, autonomous learners
Role of teacher
Guide
Material used
Materials are arranged according to the purpose of learning
Types of activities
Various types of activities to engage learners in a shared learning community
Types of interaction
Intense student-student interaction
Classroom physical setup
CL groups
Multimodal
Technol. Interact.
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•

Process: There are many different types and approaches to collaborative learning.
We have focused our investigations on the learning processes of dialogic learning
[17]. In this type of collaborative learning, students deepen their understanding of a
topic through listening, sharing and questioning. To ensure the ECA can assist
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The basic facilitation skills the ECA needs to exhibit to assist teachers in managing the process of
dialogic collaborative learning are [19,20]:

•

Making everyone feel comfortable and valued

The ECA needs to address participants by name and thank them for attending the learning session.
It should also be able to check that they understand the goal of the session and its learning objectives.

•

Increasing understanding

The ECA should be skilled at contributing relevant facts, stories and multimedia material (e.g.,
pics and videos) at the right point of the discussion to help increase the group’s understanding of
the topic.

•

Encouraging participation

The ECA should encourage all group members to participate in the session. Some effective
techniques to use are various types of questions (e.g., open-ended and probing questions) and verbal
re-enforcers to reward the desired behaviour.

•

Listening and observing

The ECA needs to be able to listen actively and hear what each group member is saying. It needs
to be able to check the understanding of each participant (e.g., quality of the arguments contributed to
the discussion) to ensure the learning objectives of the sessions will be met.

•

Guiding the group

The ECA must be able to guide the group by managing basic logistics (e.g., time-keeping and
referring to ground rules) and giving feedback (see the “Results” dimension above).
The above skills are provided only for guidance to assist in the design of behavioural models for
ECAs. Careful empirical work is needed to validate properly and (re)define these skills.
At the minimum level, the ECA should behave as an autonomous intervention mechanism to
ensure the active participation of students in the experience. Overall, the fusion of these elements
creates a theoretical framework for affective communication for this paper. This framework covers the
ECA’s generated verbal and non-verbal behaviours and its embodied interactions with human users.
3. The Rapport Model
Based on the theoretical framework above, we designed the rapport model for ECAs. The model
is based on two main domains represented by a horizontal and a vertical axis of Figure 3. For the
horizontal axes, we designed a domain related to immediacy behaviour, which ranges from low to
strong. The vertical axes represent two correlated variables related to the use of the ECA: “interaction”
and “Intervention/Facilitation”. Finally, we defined three levels in which the potential interaction of the
ECA and its immediacy behaviours increase. These are:
1.

2.

At the engagement-driven level, the ECA should work as an automated intervention mechanism
to ensure the student’s engagement is maintained to the learning activity. The ECA should
exhibit a range of immediacy behaviours (verbal and non-verbal) only in response to the
student’s engagement.
At the teacher-driven level, the ECA should be more participative in the learning process,
implementing a range of immediacy behaviours (verbal and non-verbal), and supporting the
learning process. The teacher should have control over the ECA’s participation, i.e., when and
how to support the learning process). The ECA should display some basic facilitator skills (e.g.,
increasing understanding) depending on the requirements of the scenario.
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the tour and invited them to participate in a debate. The debate is on the topic of multiculturalism
which fully implements the characteristics of collaborative learning discussed in the theoretical
framework (see Table 1). The ECA explains the process of the debate and moves to the side of the
virtual scene. For the duration of the debate, the ECA monitors the engagement of the students and
calls for attention to those who do not engage. The level of engagement of each user is also realised
on the graphical user interface (GUI) using smileys (happy, neutral and disengaged) (see Figure 4)
and shared between all participants of the experience.

Figure
4. 4.
Level
displayedonon
the
GUI.
Figure
Levelofofengagement
engagement displayed
the
GUI.

To realise this behaviour, the ECA uses four modules of the REVERIE platform. These modules
enable the ECA to recognise, process and respond to multimodal input from users. They are
explained in detail in the following sections:
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4.2. Speech Analysis
The role of this module is to provide the ECA with the ability to recognise verbal input from the
user. To meet the requirements of the educational scenario, the module recognises simple keywords
(“yes”, “no” and numbers). The speech analysis module uses the open source CMY Sphinx library [22]
for speech recognition.
4.3. The Reasoning Module
The Reasoning Framework controls the ECA’s behaviours. This module enables a human author
to control the behaviour of an ECA using a use case specific script. The script specifies how the ECA
should behave, what to say when and where, where to go, etc. It also offers several other options
such as to specify additional information about the VE (e.g., points of interest), flow control to specify
a non-linear story, context-specific behaviours (e.g., how to react when users are not engaged, etc.).
An ECA can have a full multimodal interaction with a user or with a group of users. For both types,
both spoken input, and user head movements (nod and shake) can be accepted as input. The Speech
Recognition module supplies information on the spoken input and the User Affect analysis module
supplies head nods and head shakes input. When the ECA addresses one user, it will recognise the
first response as a valid answer. When it addresses a group, it will wait for the responses of all group
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members; it will interpret the valid responses and deduce the answer of the group as a whole based on
a simple majority rule [5,21].
4.4. Autonomous ECA Behaviours
In the current implementation, the ECA acts as an intervention mechanism when students don’t
engage in the learning experience [21]. The ECA exhibits mainly immediacy behaviours (verbal and
non-verbal) and interactions. However, it may also exhibit some dominant but still friendly behaviours
(e.g., eye gaze), especially when calling a student for attention.
# Eye Contact
The ECA knows the current position of all users (represented as avatars) in the VE. When it
addresses the group, it will look at individual members alternatively, sometimes for a short duration
while others for a bit longer. The ECA will ignore users located behind its back. It will also maintain
this gaze behaviour when giving a tour of the VE.
# Proximity
At the beginning of the tour, the ECA can automatically engage participants in the tour using
the Follow-Me mode. In this mode, the destinations of individual avatars are assigned by the system
based on the destination and orientation of the ECA. This means that users will remain near the ECA
throughout the tour. When the group reaches a destination in the VE, each participant is positioned in
front of the ECA based on engagement and available space (see Figure 6).
# Gesticulation and Facial Expressions
During the tour, the ECA can use a range of hand-gestures (e.g., pointing, beckoning) to
accompany its speech in a friendly manner. It also displays three basic facial expressions (smile,
frown, neutral) in synchrony with its speech.
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We decided to use heuristic evaluation for two reasons: (a) we had already conducted user testing with
with previous versions of the REVERIE VP prototype, and (b) budget and time constraints prevented
previous versions of the REVERIE VP prototype, and (b) budget and time constraints prevented us
us from running more testing with real users. We invited three evaluators and asked them to review
from running more testing with real users. We invited three evaluators and asked them to review the
prototype using a list of heuristics specifically designed for evaluating virtual reality environments [23].
The number of evaluators recommended in any heuristic evaluation is three to five since there is not as
much additional feedback to get from larger numbers [24]. The expert evaluators were given a set of
tasks to complete with the prototype and a list of heuristics to evaluate each task against it. They all
worked at the same time in a room interacting in the virtual environment using different computers.
During the session, they did not communicate with each other. After experts had completed the
tasks, they participated in a debriefing session moderated by a REVERIE researcher to have their
findings aggregated.

5.1. The Evaluators
The group of evaluators were chosen to include persons with expertise in UX and video games
(see Table 2). The gamer evaluator was selected to provide reactions representative to the intended
user group. Each evaluator conducted the heuristic evaluation of the prototype (including the ECA)
individually. The table below summarised the profiles of each evaluator.
Some tasks required evaluators to communicate with each other, but they were advised not to
share any of the usability problems they found. This was important to ensure an independent and
unbiased evaluation for each evaluator.
Table 2. The profiles of the three evaluators.
Evaluator
Evaluator 1 (Teacher)
Evaluator 2 (Student1)
Evaluators 3 (Student2)

Profile
Senior Lecturer in Computer Science
Senior Lecturer in Computer Games Development
Video games player

Gender
F
M
M

Age Group
35–45
35–45
25
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5.2. Heuristic Evaluation
Literature suggests several sets of heuristics that can be used in the evaluation of virtual
environments like the REVERIE VP. We selected the following set of heuristics (see Table 3) because
it has been empirically validated. Specifically, its developers have shown that the particular set
of heuristics can identify usability problems in virtual environments that cannot be found using
traditional heuristics (e.g., Nielsen’s Heuristics [25]). The set includes 16 heuristics which can be
grouped into three categories: [11] (a) Design and aesthetics which includes the first four heuristics
(H1–H4); (b) Control and Navigation which includes the next eight heuristics (H5–H12) and (c) Errors
and Help which includes the last four heuristics (H13–H16).
Table 3. The list of 16 heuristics used in the evaluation of the prototype.
ID

Definition

H1

Feedback

H2

Clarity

H3

Consistency

H4

Simplicity

H5

Orientation and
navigation

H6

Camera control and
visualization

H7

Low memory load:

H8

Avatar’s
customization:

H9

Flexibility and
efficiency of use:

H10

Communication
between avatars:

H11

Sense of ownership:

H12

Interaction with the
Virtual World:

H13

Support to learning:

H14

Error prevention:

H15
H16

Helps users to
recover from errors
Help and
documentation

Explanation
A VW must always keep the user informed about the condition of its avatar, related
events or relevant facts that occur inside the VW. The virtual world must provide
feedback easily noticeable to the user in view of any action that he begins or that can
affect directly or indirectly.
A VW must have a control panel which is easy for the user to understand, using a clear
language. Also, the elements of the control panel should be shown tidy and put into
groups in a way that the user can be able to find what he is looking for intuitively.
The VW must be consistent in all its aspects, this way the user can predict the result of
every fulfilled action.
The control panel of the VW should not be overloaded, and it must have only the
needed and relevant information. The icons, the messages of the system and the
interaction with the objects inside the VW must be simple and intuitive.
A VW must have intuitive navigation and memorable. And must give the user a way
to locate it inside and a way to find a determined location.
A VW must allow the user to determine the level and quality of the texture, visual
effects or objects which purpose is only aesthetic. Also, the VW must give the user the
control of the camera or angle from where it is visualised.
A VW must minimise the demands on the user’s memory by making the objects,
options and actions visible and easily accessible. Also, the system must provide the
user ways to register or remember places inside the VW that have been visited or that
can be of one’s interest.
A VW must offer a whole group of predefined avatars, with a specific genre, age,
appearance, among other attributes. The VW must allow the user to change the
aspects of the avatar, whenever he wants.
A VW must provide accelerators for common actions and allow the user to define his
accelerators and change other interface options. This allows the advanced users to
interact with the VW more efficiently.
The interaction inside the VW must be analogous to the real world. It must be done
easily and intuitively and should be clear for the emitter and the receptor.
The physical rules of the real world should be maintained in a VW. In the case that the
rules could be changed; the VW must inform these variations in a clear and explicit
way.
A VW must indicate to the users which objects of the VW they can interact with and
the ones they can’t, also indicating which actions can be carried out with the objects
that they can interact.
The complex objects of a VW must be complemented with definitions and indications
for its use; this way learning may be promoted.
The VW must prevent users from making any mistake or creating undesired situations,
related to the interface or the VW.
A VW must provide the user with the tools to recover from system errors or any
undesired situation when the user cannot recover by himself.
A VW must give the user relevant information not only online but also inside the VW.
This information must be of easy access and written or spoken in the user’s language.

5.3. Evaluation Procedure
Evaluators were asked to review the prototype twice. The goal of the first review was to get a feel
of the flow of the interaction and the general scope of the use case scenario. Evaluators were given
a printed GUI map and were asked not to record any usability problems. Once the evaluators indicated
they were ready, they were asked to start the second review. A moderator provided a copy of the list
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of heuristics to each evaluator and explained the process of heuristic evaluation. The evaluators had to
explain using a notepad whether the design of the prototype matches or violates a heuristic. Similarly,
if an evaluator thought that the design of the prototype violates a heuristic, they had to explain why
using the same notepad. The result was a list of usability problems specified by each evaluator and
the heuristic each problem violates. At the end of the session, evaluators participated in a moderated
debriefing session to have their findings aggregated. The whole session was recorded in audio and
later transcribed to assist in the review of the aggregated results. We used QSR NVivo 12 to organise,
search, code and evaluate the data.
5.4. Results
Table 4 shows the number of comments evaluators made about the ECA. The three evaluators
made a total of 88 comments covering both the immediacy behaviours (verbal and non-verbal) and
interactions of the ECA.
Table 4. Evaluator Comments for the ECA.
Cluster
Non-verbal Immediacy
Verbal Immediacy
Immediacy Interactions
Total

Number of Comments
10
3
75
88

We converted these comments into 22 usability problems and presented our findings below.
For each usability problem (UP) identified we also indicate the heuristic it violates.
5.4.1. Verbal and Non-verbal immediacy behaviours
In this cluster, we looked for usability problems related to the ECA’s verbal and non-verbal
immediacy behaviours.

•

UP1: Absence of instruction on how to use REVERIE limited the ECA’s helpfulness (H1)

The evaluators thought the ECA presented information during the tour in a clear and consistent
manner. However, they also thought that the absence of instructions on how to use REVERIE (e.g.,
UI and various tools) limited its helpfulness.

•

UP2: The ECA’s voice is too synthetic (H2)

As for the ECA’s voice, the evaluators thought it was clear without up/down fluctuations which
facilitated recognition by participants. However, the voice was too synthetic which limited the ECA’s
realism and impact.

•

UP3: Limited realism of the ECA’s verbal behaviours (H13)

The evaluators found the acoustic reverberation (3D spatial audio) when the ECA spoke realistic.
However, there were issues with the 3D spatial audio engine which limited the impact. For example,
evaluators commented that when the ECA stops talking the spatial audio comes to an abrupt stop which
creates an awkward silence (absence of environmental ambience) that spoils realism. Other comments
include listening to random steps echoing in the VE during the experience.

•

UP4: Low graphical realism of the ECA (H6)

The evaluators agreed that the graphical realism of the ECA was low (e.g., texturing and lighting).
Although it did not render the ECA annoying, it made it difficult for evaluators to connect at any level.
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UP5: The ECA does not orient itself correctly at the beginning of the tour (H10)

The ECA maintained its gaze with all users throughout the tour. However, the evaluators thought
it was frustrating that the ECA did not orient itself towards the group at the beginning of the tour.

•

UP6: Follow-me does work for all users (H5)

All evaluators agreed that Follow-me is a useful feature to have, especially in online classroom
scenarios. However, it did not properly work for all users. For one evaluator the feature worked from
the middle of the tour and not from the beginning.
5.4.2. Interactive Behaviours
In this cluster, we looked for usability problems related to five types of interactions: ECA—group
(teacher and students), ECA—teacher, ECA—students, and teacher—students.
# ECA—group (teacher and students)

•

UP7: Absence of empathy at the beginning of the tour (H7)

The evaluators agreed that the “Follow-me” option is useful in online classroom scenarios.
However, to make the ECA appear more empathetic, it should ask users to follow (e.g., “Would you like
to follow me during the tour?”) before using “Follow-me”.

•

UP8: The tour requires users (teachers and students) to split their attention between information about
multiple points of interest in the VE (H7):

The tour requires users to split their attention [26] between, and mentally integrate, multiple
sources of information (e.g., information about two consecutive locations).

•

UP9: Absence of control over spatial 3D audio (H2)

The spatial 3D audio enhanced the realism of the experience. However, evaluators expressed
concerns that using this type of audio with a large group of students would produce noise (e.g.,
when students talk on top of each other).
# ECA—teacher

•

UP10: Multimodal input to the ECA does not always work (H10):

The ECA does not always respond to multimodal input (e.g., it did not respond to the teacher’s
nod at the beginning of the tour).

•

UP11: Cannot distinguish between students who appear disengaged and those who are disengaged

The evaluators perceived positively the ECA’s ability to recognise the students’ engagement.
However, they expressed concerns about whether the ECA could distinguish between a genuinely
disengaged student and a student who appears to be disengaged (e.g., someone who takes notes and
looks down)

•

UP12: Low usefulness of the ECA in scenarios with a low number of students (H4)

The evaluators agreed that the ECA’s presence was not necessary in this scenario. This is because
it was relatively easy for the teacher to monitor students and act accordingly if they do not engage.
The ECA would be more useful in educational scenarios where a teacher is required to manage large
groups (20–30) of students online.

•

UP13: Absence of teacher control over the ECA (H9)
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The ECA’s autonomous behaviours can disrupt a learning session (e.g., in case of an error in
engagement detection). The evaluators agreed that the ECA should act in a semi-autonomous manner
controlled by the teacher.
# ECA—Students

•

UP14: Lack of feedback about the ECA’s internal state (H1)

As the ECA did not provide feedback about its internal state (e.g., why it thought a student did
not engage), evaluators had a hard time understanding what triggered its reactions.

•

UP15: Unrealistic and repetitive behaviours towards unengaged students (H15)

The evaluators agreed that the behaviours the ECA conveyed to the students who did not engage
in the educational activity were unrealistic and repetitive. This refers to the design of both verbal and
non-verbal behaviours of the ECA.

•

UP16: Unrealistic and repetitive behaviours towards students who appeared unengaged. (H15)

An ECA approaching students who appear unengaged with unrealistic and repetitive behaviours
can distract the learning activity as a whole.

•

UP17: Slow update of affect states on the GUI (H16)

There was an observable latency (5–6 s) between affect detection for a user and the update of the
UI of all users.

•

UP18: Lack of natural user responses (H10)

The evaluators did not always respond naturally during the learning session. They exhibited a
wide range of deliberate behaviours with the goal of testing the affect recognition of the ECA.
# Teacher—Students

•

UP19: Teacher engagement with unengaged students (assuming large classes) (H10)

Even if the teacher had reliable information about the engagement of students, it would be difficult
to react with a large group of students. The evaluators agreed that a method is needed for teachers to
engage unengaged students without disrupting the rest of the group.

•

UP20: Lack of deep engagement of students with an educational task (H13)

Evaluators sought the need for educational activities that engage students deeper in a learning
scenario. For example, a student can check the microphone of the lectern (e.g., 1–2 testing) before
starting their presentation.

•

UP21: Difficulty of keeping the turn-taking of students online (H13)

Turn-taking can work effectively if students are cooperating. However, it was difficult for
evaluators to find an alternative if students are not cooperating.

•

UP22: The debate requires teachers to split their attention between multiple student presentations (H7)

The debate requires teachers to split their attention between multiple presentations to evaluate
a student’s performance.
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users) had a positive impact on how evaluators perceived the clarity and consistency of its
behaviours. However, the evaluators felt that: (a) the artificial voice of the ECA and (b) the absence
of instruction on how to use REVERIE limited its helpfulness. Additional issues with the use of 3D
spatial audio further limited the impact of the ECA’s verbal behaviours. Then, the evaluators found the
non-verbal immediacy behaviours of the ECA to be the most problematic. They thought that the low
graphical realism of the ECA and aspects of its non-verbal behaviours (e.g., lack of proper orientation
towards the group at the beginning of the tour) convened little immediacy.
About the way the ECA interacts with users, it is clear from the results that the teacher should
be in a dominant position when interacting with the ECA. The ECA should not be able to interfere
(sub-dominant) in the learning activity unless the teacher explicitly requests it. As the teacher has
input about the affective state of students through multiple modalities (GUI icons and avatars), it is
relatively straightforward to know when the ECA is needed. Another important finding is that the ECA
cannot distinguish between the states of “disengaged” and “appears disengaged”. As the gaze direction
component does not have a “not tracking” state, it is difficult for the ECA to know when students are
not looking at the screen (e.g., because they are taking notes) to categorise them as appropriate. Then,
it was difficult for evaluators to immediately understand which of their actions (e.g., looking down or
turning their head around) triggered the ECA to call for attention. They gave two key reasons for the
lack of immediate understanding. First, it takes longer to update the user’s affect state on the GUI
(e.g., to change happy to neutral). Second, the ECA does not provide any feedback to explain what
triggered its reaction. An important finding related to sharing of affect information on the GUI is that
it may facilitate unnatural student behaviours. It is possible that students may not react naturally
knowing they are being watched by an ECA which monitors their emotional and engagement status
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and shares the information with teachers. Evaluators thought that the behaviours the ECA exhibited
when it called for attention were unnatural and repetitive. Using such an ECA to (re) engage students
who appear disengaged can disrupt a learning experience as a whole. The evaluators also sought the
importance of learning content that eliminates the need to integrate multiple sources of information
and deeply engage students in the learning scenario. Finally, the evaluators discovered problems
related to managing large groups of students on the REVERIE prototype (e.g., the lack of tools to
maintain turn taking).
Overall, the ECA violated a certain number of usability problems, including communication
between avatars, support to learning and low memory load. While these usability violations are
specific to the REVERIE ECA, we believe they reflect the usability problems in the design of the
specific type of ECAs in general. As technology makes the ECAs smarter, their utility in collaborative
learning scenarios will depend on how teachers can use the ECA and the behaviours (verbal and
non-verbal) it exhibits. In the next section, we provide a series of design recommendations on how to
address the problems we identified. When implemented, these recommendations hold the potential
to disrupt all levels of the proposed rapport model (see Figure 2). Creating rapport with students
has been associated with effective learning in both real life [12] and online learning scenarios [13].
For example, it has been shown that relatively simple strategies implemented using standard Web
technologies (e.g., emoticons to create a supportive tone) can increase teacher-student immediacy
online [13]. It is possible, therefore, that an ECA built following our recommendations can positively
impact the students’ learning performance in collaborative dialogic learning scenarios.
6. Design Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study reported above, we created a list of design recommendations for
optimising the usability of the ECA when used in collaborative dialogic learning scenarios. To prioritise
the recommendations, we used a custom nine-point scale (0 = not important, 8 = extremely important)
inspired by the planning poker agile method [27]. These recommendations are highly actionable
and situated to ECAs and hence, can be implemented in similar ECAs. As for the REVERIE ECA,
we deemed these recommendations necessary for future versions of the prototype. In total we have
identified ten important recommendations that we present in layman terms below:
1. Avoid displaying affect information on the GUI (priority = 8)
Providing affect information to students can create problems in a dialogic learning scenario (e.g.,
students feeling they are constantly watched). Do not include affect information on the GUI to ensure
students respond naturally throughout the learning experience.
2. Improve the verbal immediacy cues of the ECA (priority = 8)
Consider the following improvements in the linguistic cues of the ECA:

•
•
•

greet each user (teachers and students) by name;
add verbal empathy (e.g., ask users to follow the ECA before using Follow-me);
blend the ECA’s speech with natural sounds in the VE (e.g., environmental ambience can
fade-away when the ECA speaks).
The ECA should display the above linguistic cues using a human-like voice.

3. Improve learning content (priority = 8)
This recommendation is about improving the learning content to further support the ECA’s verbal
immediacy. Consider making the following improvements:

•

add an introductory section at the beginning of the tour with instructions about how to use
REVERIE (UI and multimedia/multimodal tools);
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eliminate the need to mentally integrate multiple sources of information by providing an option
to repeat content (in a paraphrased/similar manner) about (a) Points of interest in the VE.
(b) Presentations of students during the educational activity.
4. Improve the non-verbal immediacy cues of the ECA (priority = 8)
Consider the following improvements in the non-verbal immediacy cues of the ECA:

•
•

orient the ECA towards the bulk of the users at the beginning of the tour;
constantly monitoring the proximity of the users to ensure they follow the group.

5. Enable teacher-driven participation of the ECA in the learning process (priority = 8)
Consider choosing between the following interaction schemas to provide teachers with the
necessary control over the ECA.
1.

2.

As teachers can receive information about the students’ affective state through multiple modalities
(avatar and GUI (in the form of smileys)), they should be able to ask the ECA for help when they
need it the most.
The ECA could alert the teacher when a student is disengaged - from there the teacher can decide
if the ECA should engage the student or if the teacher should handle the situation in real life.

In both schemas, the UI should allow teachers to target the unengaged students (e.g., by selecting
their names on the GUI) separately from the rest of the class.
6. Add a “no tracking” state in the gaze direction component (priority = 7)
Add a “no tracking” state to the gaze direction component to signify when users are not looking at
the screen. Setting a time threshold for how long the user can look away from the screen will enable
the ECA to know when a student appears disengaged.
7.

Allow for interpretation of the ECA’s internal state (priority = 8)

8. The current design does not allow users to interpret what triggers the ECA’s reaction when
it calls for attention. To aid understanding, consider providing students with a snapshot of their
engagement and emotional status (e.g., head orientation and emotions exhibited) on the UI.Build
crowdsourced engagement behaviours for the ECA (priority = 8)
In the real-world teachers use various ways to get and keep their student’s attention in the
class [28]. Enabling teachers to build their own engagement behaviours (verbal and non-verbal) will
endow the ECA with a large pool of behaviours to use with students. In turn, this should make the
ECA appear more natural and versatile in its responses to students.
9. Use the ECA during the educational experience to encourage student participation (priority = 7)
The ECA can autonomously (or semi-autonomously) participate in the learning experience to
ensure deep student engagement. For example, when watching a presentation by one of their peers,
the ECA may motivate students to record a video or to take notes to use in group discussions.
10. The ECA should assist teachers in guiding the group (priority = 7)
The ECA should be able to assist teachers in keeping the ground rules for an effective learning
session. At the basic level, these rules are time-keeping and turn-taking between students.
7. Future Work
Future work will focus on two areas. First, we will update the ECA’s based on the design
recommendations generated from the study and use it in a teacher-driven dialogic learning scenario.
This means that the ECA should assist teachers in facilitating the learning process in a semi-autonomous
manner (see level 2 of Figure 2). It should also exhibit some of the standard facilitator skills discussed
in the theoretical framework. Second, we would like to evaluate the hypothesis about such an ECA
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having a positive impact on the learning performance of students in dialogic learning scenarios.
We plan to run a study to compare the impact of different kinds of ECAs (e.g., an ECA implementing
our recommended behaviours vs an ECA who does not pay attention to students) on the performance
of students. We hope that the updated ECA should create rapport with users which should result in
better learning results.
8. Conclusions
The study evaluated the usability of an ECA in a CVE using heuristic evaluation. The ECA
has a dual role as a tour guide and an intervention mechanism when students do not engage with
the learning experience. The ECA can understand the students’ affective state and call for attention
when they do not engage in the learning activity. We created the behaviours of the ECA based
on a theoretical framework of affect. We found that the current design of the ECA had a positive
impact on the way evaluators perceived its immediacy behaviours (e.g., clarity of the ECA’s verbal
behaviours) and interactions. However, the evaluators agreed that additional work is needed for the
ECA to properly engage students in dialogic learning scenarios. Based on the usability problems the
evaluators identified, we generated a list of design recommendations on how to improve the ECA.
These recommendations refer to how to improve the usability of the ECA including its immediacy
behaviours (verbal and non-verbal) and interactions. When implemented, the recommendations
should result in an ECA that can more effectively build rapport with users online. It is known that
creating rapport relates to better learning results in both real-life and online learning scenarios. We have
therefore assumed that an ECA implementing our design recommendations will have a positive impact
on the student’s learning performance with dialogic learning scenarios. We plan to investigate this
hypothesis in a study with groups of teachers and students comparing different kinds of ECAs in
dialogic learning scenarios.
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